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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
by Mark Maestrone

Where, Oh Where, Did the Olympic Stamp Go?
I’m sure that many of you were as disappointed as I to learn that the U.S. Postal Service
would not be issuing an Olympic stamp to commemorate this year’s Winter Olympic Games in
Nagano, Japan. Yes, there was an Alpine skiing
stamp, sans Olympic rings. But in my mind, at
least, this wasn’t quite good enough.
A look at previous years revealed that there
has been at least one U.S. stamp issued specifically for every Olympic Games since 1972 – including the boycotted 1980 Moscow Games.
So what’s going on
here? Why wasn’t a U.S.
stamp issued for Nagano?
And will this prove to be
standard practice for future
Olympic Games unless they
happen to be held in this
country?
Perhaps following the
USPS-IOC-USOC problems
in 1996, there was little incentive on the part of the
USPS to promote the Olympic Games. Or maybe it was
no more than a marketing
decision, meaning Bugs
Bunny and Elvis sell more
stamps. I’m not sure that
anyone has an answer, save
for the Citizens’ Stamp Advisory Committee
(CSAC) and the Postmaster General himself.
The bottom line here is that we Olympic and
sports philatelists have become too complacent,
assuming that an Olympic stamp would materialize without anyone lifting a finger. Because the
CSAC works years in advance, now is the time for
each of us to pick up our pens and write them
with a request for Olympic stamps in honor of the
2000 Olympic Games in Sydney, Australia.
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Here’s their address:
Citizens’ Stamp Advisory Committee
U.S. Postal Service
475 L’Enfant Plaza SW, Room 4474E
Washington, DC 20260-2437
All, however, is not doom and gloom on the
sports philately front this year. A number of
stamps on the 1998 schedule fit quite nicely into
our collections.
On February 3, the post
office issued two panes of
15 different stamp designs
as part of its “Celebrate the
Century” series. Among
these 30 stamps, no fewer
than 5 are sports/Olympic
related (some of them are
illustrated here).
The first pane, representing the period from
1900-1909, commemorates
the First World Series of
Baseball in 1903; the 1904
St. Louis World’s Fair,
which was also the venue
for the Games of the IIIrd
Olympiad;
and
a
reproduction of George
Bellow’s boxing painting entitled “Stag at Sharkey’s.”
The years 1910 through 1919 includes two
renowned sports figures: boxer Jack Dempsey,
and 1912 Olympian Jim Thorpe, regarded as one
of the greatest athletes of the 20th century.
Two further panes of this series are slated for
this year which will no doubt yield more sports
and/or Olympic pieces for our collections.
All in all, then, 1998 shouldn’t be too bad a
year for us – even without an Olympic stamp for
Nagano!
March/April 1998 1
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1920
Antwer
p
Olympic
Games
Machine Cancels,
Handcancel & Registration Label

by Laurentz Jonker
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or many years, I have searched for the
Belgian Olympic machine cancels from
the 1920 Games in Antwerp. More specifically, I have concentrated on discovering
the various faults and varieties as well as
trying to determine the first and last days of use.
Many fellow Olympic collectors have assisted
me by submitting photocopies of items from their
own collections; it would be impossible to name
them all. I would, however, be remiss if I did not
thank a few of them. In the early days, my German
friends Heiko Volk and Konrad Wärtgen helped
me immeasurably, while in later years I collaborated with my Belgian colleagues Louis Neefs and
Michel de Wit.
The following research was originally developed by Konrad Wärtgen and myself, and published by IMOS in the 1980's. I have since updated
the data and rarity rankings, and added information on the Olympic registration labels and handcancels. This study is certainly not finished, and I
welcome any new discoveries of first/last days of
use and cancel varieties.
1920 BELGIAN OLYMPIC MACHINE CANCELS
Ten different machine slogan cancels exist for
these Games: Antwerp (2), Brussels (4), Charleroy
(1), Gent (2), and Liege (1). Each comprises two
parts – a circular date stamp on the left, and a
rectangular slogan to the right measuring 50 mm.
wide by 20 mm. high. The text in the slogan box is
as follows:
VIIe OLYMPIADE/ANVERS/AOUT-SEPTEMBRE/
1920/ ANTWERPEN/AUGUSTUS-SEPTEMB.
Belgium is a bilingual country. To the north are
Flemish-speaking Flemands, while the Frenchspeaking Wallonians reside primarily in the south.
The slogan and dual town designations in the
circular date cancel reflect this. In the northern
towns of Antwerp and Gent, the Flemish portion of
the slogan text appears first. The reverse is true
for the towns of Charleroy and Liege in the French
areas of the country. Brussels, the capital, uses
the “French first” version. Each of the ten different
cancels are discussed below (in alphabetical
order).
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Antwerpen/Anvers

Details

Varieties

Variety “C”

A. 1.VIII.1920: roman day digit “1"
B. 11.VIII.1920: serif day digits “11" (day digits are normal non-serif on 10 and
12.VIII.1920
C. 11.VIII.1920: serif day digits inverted at
hour “23-24"
D. 19.VIII.1920: day digits larger than normal

Common Characteristics:
C “SEPTEMS.” instead of “SEPTEMB.” in
slogan
C “W” in “ANTWERPEN” cds appears as
crossed double “V”
C “1920" in cds incomplete; hyphen under
“1920"

Variety “B”

Known Dates of Use: 29.VI.1920 - 23.IX.1920

Antwerpen/Anvers

Variety “C”

Common Characteristics:
C Hyphen under “1920" in cds; without hyphen from roughly 1-24.VIII.1920
Known Dates of Use: 17.VI.1920 - 23.IX.1920

A. 18.VII.1920: day & month inverted at hour
“20-21"
B. 29.VII.1920: inverted hour “14-15" (same
day, normal hour “18-19")
C. 1.VIII.1920: inverted day & month at hour
“23-24"
D. 25.VIII.1920: year “1920" missing at hour
“23-24" (same day, year present at hour
“14-15")
E. 27.VIII.1920: as “d”, plus inverted day &
month at hour “17-18"
F. 27.VIII.1920: as “d”, normal day & month
at hours “8-9" and “23-24"
G. 28.VIII.1920: as “d” at hour “14-15"
H. 12. IX.1920: inverted hour “12-13" (same
day, hour normal at “18-19")

Variety “E”

4 March/April 1998

Variety “F”

Variety “G”
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Bruxelles/Brussel

Details

Varieties
A. 14.VI.1920: inverted day & month at hour
“19-20"
B. 19.VII.1920: day digits larger than normal
C. 1.9.1920: arabic numeral month character
“9" instead of roman numeral “IX”

Common Characteristics:
C Crack in outer circle of cds above “ES” in
“BRUXELLES”
C “BRUSSLL” instead of “BRUSSEL”

Variety “A”

Variety “C”

Bruxelles (Q.L.)/Brussel (L.W.)

Bruxelles (Midi)/Brussel (Zuid)

Known Dates of Use: 22.VI.1920 - 20.IX.1920
Comment:
“Midi” (French) & “Zuid” (Flemish) = “South”

None identified to date

Common Characteristics:
C Bottom of outer line of cds broken, partly
due to light cancellation. Especially during
month of July.
Known Dates of Use: 22.VI.1920 - 22.IX.1920

None identified to date

Comment:
“Q.L.” = “Quartier Latin” (French)
“L.W.” = “Latijnse Wijk” (Flemish)
Both translate as “Latin Quarter” in English
Known Dates of Use: 22.VI.1920 - 18.IX.1920

Journal of Sports Philately
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Comment: “Nd” = “Nord” (French); “Noord”
(Flemish) Both translate as “North” in English

Varieties
A. 1.VII.1920: inverted hour “22-23"
B. II.VII.1920: roman numeral day “II”
C. 23.VII.1920: inverted hour “2-3"

Notes:
C 28.VII.1920: black spot in slogan rectangle
between “20" and “RP” of “1920" and
“ANTWERPEN”
C One of the four Brussels machine cancels
is missing the cds portion of the cancel
Known Dates of Use: 21.VI.1920 - 16.IX.1920
A. 15.VII.1920: inverted hour “6-7" and “2122"
B. 26.VII.1920: inverted hour “14-15"
C. 23.IX.1920: inverted hour “22-23"

Charleroy 1

Bruxelles (Nd)/Brussel (Nd)

Details

Known Dates of Use: 22.VI.1920 - 27.IX.1920
Gent/Gand 1

A. 5 or 6.VII.1920: cds without hour, day,
month and year designations

Variety “A”

Liege/Luik

Gent/Gand 3

Known Dates of Use: 26.VI.1920 - 22.IX.1920
Note: Gent/Gand 1 or 3 missing date portion
of cancel, probably by 14 or 15. VII.1920

None identified to date

Known Dates of Use: 24.VI.1920 - 23.IX.1920

Common Characteristics:
C Hyphen under “1920" from about 14 August
until about 23 September
C Without hyphen under “1920" on 14 August

A. 9.IX.1920: “LU K” instead of “LUIK”. It is
not clear if this is a variety or an incomplete cancel impression; exists other
days.

Known Dates of Use: 11.VI.1920 - 23. IX.1920

Variety “A”
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DEGREES OF RARITY
After more than 25 years of experience, I can
say that the Gent 1 cancels are by far the rarest of
all. Of course, Olympic machine cancels on 1920
Olympic stamps are more desirable than on regular issues (Figure 1). In this regard, Antwerp and
Brussels cancels on Olympic stamps are the
easiest to find. Gent, Charleroy, and Liege are
more scarce. Cancels on cover are better than on
card. Cancels with Olympic dates are eagerly
sought after (Figure 2). Cancel rarity is as follows
(10 is extremely rare):
Gent 1
Charleroy 1
Antwerpen 1
Brussel 1
Antwerpen 6
Brussel (L.W.)
Brussel (Nd)
Brussel (Zuid)
Gent 3
Luik 1

10
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

The 1920 Olympic machine cancels were used
as both departure and arrival cancels (Figure 3).
It’s the lucky collector who finds both on the same
cover!

Another possible variety are covers or cards
receiving a double strike of the same machine
cancel. This sometimes occurred when a piece of
mail was inadvertently inserted into the canceling
machine twice. Other times, an arrival cancel was
printed over a departure cancel.
Lastly, one should note that official mail (e.g.
from a government ministry or mailed by soldiers)
did not require stamps. Therefore Olympic cancels
on such pieces are 100% clear (please see cover
illustration).
OLYMPIC HANDCANCEL & REGISTRY LABEL
The Olympic stadium in Antwerp was outfitted
with a temporary post office. It was here that the
Olympic handcancel was applied and at which the
Olympic registry label was available (Figure 4).
The Olympic handcancel is a single circle with
a diameter of 28 mm. The text around the inside
reads: ANTWERPEN - ANVERS/VII E OLYMPIADE. The hour, day, month and year appear in
four lines in the center. The month designation is
in roman numerals, while the rest are arabic numerals.
The first day of use of this cancel was
14.VIII.1920, marking the Opening Ceremonies of
these Olympics at the stadium. The last known
day of use was 21.IX.1920.

Figure 1. 1920 Olympic machine cancels are most desirable if used to cancel Olympic
stamps. Last known day of use of the Antwerpen 6 cancel (September 23, 1920) on 10
centime value of the 1920 Belgian Olympic set.
Journal of Sports Philately
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Figure 2. Brussel Nord Olympic machine cancel dated 17.VIII.1920 – right in the middle
of the primary Olympic competition period. Interesting use of a bookmark as a postcard.

Figure 3. The Olympic machine cancel was used as both a departure and arrival cancel.
This card was mailed from the Brussel Nord post office on 13.VIII.1920, arriving the next
day in Antwerp just in time for the Opening Ceremonies of the Games of the VIIth
Olympiad!
8 March/April 1998
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Figure 4. Cover with Olympic registration label (#388) and Olympic handcancel dated 14.IX.1920.

A registry label was used during this same
time period (Figure 4). The label itself is a standard rectangular adhesive label, perforated
around the perimeter. The “R” and registry number
are in red and pre-printed on the label. The Olympic text, in black, was applied later and reads:
ANTWERPEN/ANVERS, ANVERS/VIIE OLYMPIADE. The registration numbers organized by
date are provided in the adjacent table.
If we use these listings as a guide, we can
conclude that there were roughly 400 pieces of
registered mail sent during the course of the stadium post office’s period of operation.
È
References: Especially Louis Neefs, Heiko Volk,
Konrad Wärtgen, and Michel de Wit (as well as
many other Olympic philatelists).
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Table 1
Known Pieces of Olympic
Registered Mail
Date of Mailing

Registration Number

14.VIII.1920

9, 10

21.VIII.1920

68

30.VIII.1920

142

7.IX.1920

226

8.IX.1920

240, 244, 263

11.IX.1920

324

14.IX.1920

388, 391
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Swiss Soldier Ski Stamps
by Sherwin Podolsky

S

wiss soldier stamps with a sports theme have
been previously reported in the Journal of
Sports Philately (July-August 1974: “Sports Issues Among the Swiss Military Stamps of
World War II,” by Robert C. Ross). Because these
stamps are largely unrecognized in the major catalogs, it is easy for collectors to overlook them. I acquired a small group of Swiss soldier stamps with a
ski theme and would like to present them in this
article.
First, a brief background on Swiss soldier or military stamps. They exist only for World Wars I and II.
In 1915, Captain Bieri of the Swiss 38th Infantry
Battalion designed a stamp for use by members of
his outfit for free-franking their mail. The stamps, in
two different designs and without a denomination,
were made available at no charge to the soldiers.
Despite their neutrality during the two World
Wars, the Swiss were prepared for any attack. Swiss
law required all physically and mentally fit Swiss
men to perform military service. Unfortunately,
military pay was minimal forcing many families to
struggle to make ends meet. In March 1916, a set of
three soldier stamps was issued to raise money for
the benefit of soldiers and their families. Some
funds went toward the construction of small wooden buildings in which soldiers could spend their free
time playing games, writing and relaxing. Food and
drink for off-duty soldiers was also provided. Premiums assessed on the sale of some stamps aided unit
welfare funds. This money augmented financial
help given to military families by the Red Cross and
other agencies.
The World War I soldier stamps are considered
labels by most philatelists. Those issued during
World War II (1939-1945), however, had the official
blessing of the Swiss postal authorities. Whereas the
earlier issues were drab in appearance, the WWII
issues were quite colorful and imaginative in design.
Units competed with each other to create more
appealing stamps and thus promote sales not only
to the soldiers but also to Swiss citizens. The more
imaginative designs show, for example, scissors
cutting through a bird’s wing, a winged bullet, and
a tortoise (representing a tractor unit).
Although not required on mail, soldier stamps
made mail distinctive, thereby expediting handling
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Figure 1a. Military postcard for the Army Winter
Championships at Adelboden in 1943.
and delivery. Mail with the stamps did not require
cancellation. Relieved of that burden, the post office
was able to sort and forward soldiers’ mail faster.
The most recent catalog on this subject available
through the American Philatelic Research Library is
Die Soldatenmarken der Schweiz by Heinrich Sulser, published in 1990. Covering both World Wars,
the well-illustrated catalog is entirely in German.
There are six pricing columns: (1) perforated, (2)
imperforate, (3) block perforated, without border
text, (4) block imperforate, without border text, (5)
block perforated with border text, and (6) block
imperforate with border text. The term “block”
refers to souvenir sheet.
Roughly 300 types of soldier stamps exist for
World War I. They are difficult to find and sometimes expensive. About 2200 different design types
were issued during WW II. Many were printed in
quantities of 10,000 to 20,000.
The stamps bear wording, usually abbreviated,
identifying the issuing military unit. There is a ClassiJournal of Sports Philately

Figure 1b. The reverse of the card in Figure 1a franked with a pair of soldiers stamps and a
special cancel commemorating the 1943 Army Winter Championships.

Figure 2. A souvenir sheet of four soldiers stamps also issued for the 1943 Army Winter
Championships in Adelboden. Printed on light green paper and imperforate.
Journal of Sports Philately
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fication Guide of Swiss Soldier Stamps 1939-45,

published by Riviera Stamps in 1973 listing all the
abbreviations with a corresponding translation into
English. Among the numerous unit classifications
are: bakers, women's service, horse stables, bicycle
and motorcycle companies, etc.
The Universal Postal Union does not recognize
these issues as postage stamps because: (1) they
are not government issues, and (2) they were not
valid for franking of anything other than internal
mail. SPI member and international thematic
judge, Franceska Rapkin, was asked about the
acceptability of Swiss soldier stamps in philatelic
exhibits. Because they were for more than cosmetic use, she views them as acceptable. Their
postal relevance or connection should, however,
be explained in the write-up. She added that a
whole exhibit on soldier stamps could be exhibited in the Revenue Class.
I submitted photocopies with descriptions of the
blocks and covers that I possessed to Ed Chalfant of
Riviera Stamps. These stamps are generally inexpensive. He kindly described and valued them,
noting that they were “mostly philatelic in nature,
and not much premium, many are unaddressed
with cancel.”
Figures 1a and 1b show both sides of an addressed military postcard for the Army Winter Championships at Adelboden in 1943. There is a special

postmark showing a skier. One stamp is on chamois-colored paper, the other on green paper. Chalfant values this item at about $15.
Figure 2 shows a block or souvenir sheet of four
different stamps, three of which feature skiers. The
block exists with German, French or Italian text. I
have the block on chamois, light green and green
paper, with the green paper perforated and imperforate. The imperforate block has a border around the
stamps that is not on the perforated blocks. The
perforated blocks are valued at $20 each, the imperforate at $30 each.
Figure 3 shows a colorful triangle stamp with a
blue cancel on an unaddressed military postcard.
The stamp was issued by Army unit No. 10, technical unit 2, in active service from1939-40. Value is
estimated at $7.00.
There are other Swiss soldier stamps featuring
skiing and other sports. Readers are referred to the
resources at the American Philatelic Research
Library.
È
ADDITIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES
“Swiss Soldiers' Stamps,” by Edwin L. Chalfant. The
Cinderella Philatelist, July 1976, Volume 16, #3.
“The Swiss Soldiers' Stamps,” by John Stuart Cation.

Stamp Collecting, June 4, 1954, Volume 82, #12.

Figure 3. Unaddressed military postcard with soldier stamp issued by Army unit
No. 10, technical unit 2.
12 March/April 1998
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1972 Olympic Men’s Basketball
Gold Medal Game
by Bob Fulton

S

ome details of that horrible night [September 10, 1972] 25 years ago have faded from
memory, but what 12 American basketball
players will never forget about the controversial 1972 Olympic final is that the victory was
ripped from their grasp.
Referees Renato Righetto of Brazil and Artenik
Arabadjan of Bulgaria knew the feeling. The game
was taken from them, too. The result? A gold
medal for the Soviet Union and years of hard
feelings that to this day won’t disappear.
Great Britain’s R. William Jones, the autocratic
head of the International Amateur Basketball
Federation (FIBA), butted in when he should
have butted out, usurped the authority of the
officials and affected the outcome – after the final
horn. The Soviets posted a disputed 51-50 win in
what documentarian Bud Greenspan calls “the
worst miscarriage of justice in the history of the
Olympics.”
The U.S. players rode an emotional roller
coaster in the final seconds at Munich, elated one
instant, deflated the next. Their 50-49 victory
vanished like a prop in David Copperfield’s act
after Jones twice added time to the clock.
“We were jumping around and hugging,
feeling such exhilaration,” said forward Jim
Forbes. “The next moment we were in a state of
shock. And then came the anger.”
It still simmers today. Ask anyone associated
with the U.S. team about the travesty of ‘72 and
replies are invariably forced through clenched
teeth. In the view of many, Jones as much as donned a mask and robbed the Americans.
“He did something that was unthinkable,”
says Olympic historian Bob Paul, the press chief
for the U.S. delegation in 1972. “In international
basketball the only person who can do anything
with the clock is the timekeeper. I’m not one to
criticize, but this is one of the few times where I
can honestly say we got cheated. (Jones) had
absolutely no right to do what he did.”
Jones barged onto center stage after guard
Journal of Sports Philately

Doug Collins, now coach of the Detroit Pistons,
converted two free throws to erase a one-point
deficit with three seconds left. Soviet coach Vladimir Kondrashkin had tried to call a timeout before
the second shot, but because the ball was already
in Collins’ hands, the referees correctly ignored
the buzzer.
After the Soviets’ inbounds pass was deflected
out of bounds by the U.S. with one second left,
Kondrashkin and his assistants stormed the scorer’s table, explaining that they had tried to call
time moments before. That’s when Jones, who
technically held no authority during games, left
his seat in the bleachers and joined the debate.
He ordered the clock reset to three seconds.
The Soviets inbounded again, Modestas Paulauskas missed a desperation shot, the horn blared
and the Americans had seemingly pocketed the
gold. However, the ball had been put in play
before the clock was properly reset; Jones ordered yet another replay of the final three seconds.
This time the Soviets capitalized. Aleksandr
Belov outjumped two defenders for Ivan Yedeshko’s fullcourt pass and banked in a layup, sealing
the first U.S. defeat in Olympic basketball history.
Pandemonium reigned on the floor. While the
Soviets launched into a frenzied celebration, the
Americans milled about like zombies, stunned by
the incomprehensible turn of events.
“We were never given any explanation about
what had happened,” recalls center Tom McMillen. “The team was left in the dark.”
But others knew precisely what occurred:
Jones had wreaked more havoc than a meddling
mother-in-law. The officials at the scorer’s table –
timer Horst Baumert, 30-second clock operator
Manfred Meiser, scorekeeper Hans Tenschert and
coordinator Klaus Meyer – signed an affidavit
declaring that “the order to reset the clock was
given neither by the referee nor by the officials’
table, but only by Dr. Jones.” In protest, Righetto
refused to sign the scorebook.
“This was (Righetto’s) fifth Olympics and his
fourth final, so he was no rookie,” says Canada’s
March/April 1998 13

Special basketball card autographed by the entire U.S.A. 1972 Olympic Basketball Team. The card is
postmarked with the commemorative Olympic basketball cancel dated September 2, 1972. This is the
Type “A” cancel (with hour designation) from station “d” (Winternheimer catalog #146a).
Alan Rae, who officiated the U.S.-Italy semifinal
and later served on FIBA’s technical commission.
“He was a very cool customer, pretty unflappable.
I know it upset him that the game ended in controversy.”
The Americans plead their case before a Jury
of Appeals, but to no avail. The 3-2 vote was nearly as predictable as tomorrow’s sunrise: three of
the five members hailed from Communist-bloc
nations.
The U.S. players, stunned, boycotted the
awards ceremony a day later. Still haunted by the
memory of Munich, they have subsequently declined periodic attempts by the International
Olympic Committee to deliver their silver medals.
As he was reviled by some as a thief of gold,
Jones later expressed regret that his momentous
decision backfired with such devastating effect.
14 March/April 1998

“He never did admit he was wrong,” said the
late Ed Steitz, a U.S. representative on the FIBA
rules committee. “But he did say to me once,
‘You know, there are times when you have a
second opportunity to think things through, without the pressure and everything, that you probably
would have come up with a different decision.’ I
really believe he went to his grave with the feeling
that if he had to do it over again, his decision
would have never been made.”
È

[This article originally appeared in the August
1997 issue of Referee Magazine, and is reprinted
with their kind permission. The author is a freelance writer and author of the book The Summer
Olympics: A Treasury of Legend and Lore. He
resides in Indiana, PA.]
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Setting the Record Straight on Who Trashed Olympics of Old
by C.J. Wright

© The Los Angeles Times, February 8, 1984

D

uring the past year or more of pre-Olympic
fever, Olympic lore has become common
grist for the media mills. Unfortunately, the
same error recurs in every presentation of the
history of this event – that the Roman Emperor Theodosius I, in Christian zeal, banned the ancient Olympics in AD 392 – or 393, 394, etc. The date
varies for the simple reason that there is no record of
such an interdiction.
Now, writers are not to be faulted for repeating this
reasonable assertion, as it is printed without equivocation in every source to which they would have access
– from encyclopedias and history books to the official
guidebooks available at Olympia, or from the offices of
the Los Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee.
Indeed, this “Theodosian Connection” was my
launching point when I began doing research several
years ago for a novel about the end of the ancient
Olympics.
What I discovered right off is that few writers of
history bother to document this accepted explanation.
Those who do so merely provide a footnote that
names as their source a Byzantine chronicler, Cedrenus, who wrote only one sentence about the event: an
unambiguous statement that the Festival at Olympia
ceased during the time of Theodosius, not that he was
instrumental in its demise.
So I combed the Codes of Theodosius and the
Emperor Justinian for any record of such a ban. What
I found was that from 381 to 392 Theodosius issued six
edicts banning pagan rites, primarily animal sacrifices.
But nowhere in either of these monumental compilations of Imperial edicts could I find a single word
against any game. In fact, there is an edict from 399
that admonishes an errant governor that, for the good
of the populace, games are not to be disallowed – only
“sacrifices or other forbidden superstitions.”
Furthermore, there is strong evidence from scholarly biographies of Theodosius that he may well have
been in favor of athletic competitions. On the day
preceding his death, sick as he was, he had been
attending games.
In brief, there is not a scintilla of evidence that
Theodosius I even thought about giving any games the
ax. What happened, it seems, is that someone at some
time misread the sources, and this carelessness has
been blindly perpetuated ever since.
The death of such a unique and long-lived institution deserves better treatment. The Festival of Olympia
Journal of Sports Philately

– an athletic sacrament honoring Zeus long before
records were kept – became formalized in 776 BC and
for several centuries served as perhaps the most potent
centripetal force in the Hellenic world. Slow decay
having set in long before the time of Theodosius, the
Festival was doomed by forces far more compelling
than any putative fiat of the first Catholic emperor.
Though there was no significant Christian bias
against the games in the 4th Century, Christianity took
its toll on Greek athletics (long since completely professional) in several indirect ways. Wealth that had
formerly gone to build gymnasiums and finance the
expensive contests was rechanneled into the building
of churches and the supporting of an extensive program of Christian charities.
More insidious, but equally detrimental, was the
Christian attitude that men are souls temporarily encumbered by flesh – flesh that leads to sin. Consequently, Greek glorification of the body was slowly
succumbing to Christian mortification of the flesh.
But there is a curious paradox here – one that
illustrates the powerful momentum of the old athletic
ideal. The sermons of St. John Chrysostom – one of the
most famous preachers at the time of Theodosius –
abound with athletic metaphors, images and allusions
with which he repeatedly compared the sacrifices and
struggles of the Christian life to the training in the
gymnasium and the contests in the stadium.
Thus it seems likely that the inertia of tradition
would have kept the tottering giant at Olympia going
(perhaps even longer than the Antioch Olympics,
which lasted until 552) had there not been an utterly
crushing blow.
In the late winter of 395 Alaric led his whole Visigothic nation southward out of what is today Bulgaria.
Raping, pillaging and burning, this horde slowly ravaged all of Greece. In the late spring of 397 they were
surrounded by a large Roman army on a mountain
about 10 miles northeast of Olympia, but fought their
way out, scorching the earth behind them.
It was the year that the 294th Olympiad should have
begun. But so devastated was all of Greece that for the
first time in more than 1,100 years the spondophorei –
garlanded heralds – did not set out from the sacred
valley to make the quadrennial announcement of
hieromenia – the sacred month of the Festival, a time
of general truce.
As it turns out, the truth holds more drama than the
false account.
È
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One Man's Junk (Mail) Is Another's
Philatelic Gem
by Norman Rushefsky

I

n the November-December 1997 issue of the

Journal of Sports Philately, I reported on the

various postmark tributes to Brooklyn baseball
and particularly to Jackie Robinson of the Brooklyn Dodgers. Many of the latter cancellations celebrated the 50th anniversary of the start of racial
integration in modern day professional sports in the
United States.
Even though the Brooklyn Dodgers have not
played a baseball game since 1957, fond memories
of the team still linger. An advertising envelope
recently received in the mail by me (Figure 1) recalls the Brooklyn of days past where one frolicked
at Brighton Beach, enjoyed movies at the elegant
Paramount Theater, took pride, and all too often
sadness, in rooting for the Dodgers, and of course
devoured Junior's cheesecake.
A second advertising envelope (Figure 2) promotes the Jackie Robinson 50th Anniversary Platinum Visa Card Series. The logo for this anniversary
is featured on the envelope. Contained inside was

Figure 1. Advertising cover noting Brooklyn institutions – including the Dodgers.

an offer to select from four Visa cards featuring
Jackie Robinson. These two covers have been
added to my collection of baseball philately. They
provide me with a further reminder to scan my junk
mail for gems like these.
È

Figure 2. A Jackie Robinson Visa Card marking the 50th anniversary of his breaking the
color barrier was promoted on this cover.
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Preparing for Sydney 2000
by Brian Hammond

A

t this time most Olympic collectors will
have turned their attention to the Winter
Olympic Games in Nagano, Japan. Yet in
just over two years time the youth of the
world will respond to the call to meet
and compete in the next Summer Games in Sydney,
Australia.
The International Olympic Committee (IOC)
directory states that the Australian Olympic Association was founded in 1895. At the 1896 Olympic
Games, Edwin Flack won gold medals in both the
800 and 1500 meters for Australia.
Baron Pierre de Coubertin invited Leonard
Albert Cuff to be a founding member of the IOC as
well as its representative to Australasia (Australia
and New Zealand). He was number 12 on the list of
members and served from 1894 to 1905. Australia
holds the distinction of being one of the few countries to field a team at every Summer Olympic
Games. In 1908 and 1912 Australia and New Zealand participated as a united Australasian team.

Figure 1. Miniature sheet of four labels with text
noting Australia’s two Olympic Games and two
unsuccessful bids for the Games.

Figure 2. Australia Post promotional card for Melbourne’s 1996 Olympic bid. Proposed sports
venues are listed on the card.
Journal of Sports Philately
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Australia has hosted a Summer Olympic Games
on one previous occasion – Melbourne in 1956. At
that time the 53rd Session of the IOC was held as
was a meeting of the IOC Executive Board. Since
then Australian cities have twice bid unsuccessfully
to stage the Summer Games: 1992 at Brisbane and
1996 at Melbourne. Figure 1 shows a miniature
sheet of four labels issued by the Sydney 2000 organizing committee to commemorate these four
occasions. These labels were produced in two
types: black print on a gold background, and green
and gold print on a white background.
In 1956, the Australian postal administration
issued four stamps and numerous cancellations to
celebrate the staging of the Melbourne Olympic
Games – the first to be held in Australia. The two top
value stamps (1 shilling and 2 shillings)were Australia's first full-colored stamps. Of the lower denominations, the 3½d showing the arms of the City of
Melbourne was hastily re-engraved when the base
postal rate changed to 4d shortly before the stamps
were due to be issued. A stamp replica card was
recently produced depicting the unissued 3½d
stamp. It bears an imprint from the original die held
by Note Card Australia. The text on the card reads:
OLYMPIC GAMES 3½d UNISSUED 1956.
A series of postal stationary cards was issued on
Figure 3. Sydney 2000 promoted its candidacy
22 June 1990 in connection with the Melbourne bid
during the 1992 Barcelona Games with this special
for the 1996 Games. The cards illustrate animals of
presentation card.
Australia and give details on various venues to be
used for the Olympic competitions if the bid were successful
(Figure 2).
A limited amount of material is now available for the
2000 Games. Coca Cola, a sponsor of the Sydney bid, was noted
on Australian machine cancels
from early 1992. A set of three
1992 Paralympic stamps and a
special card were in use at
Olymphilex 1992 in Barcelona.
The Sydney 2000 bid logo appears at bottom right (Figure 3).
Melbourne, host city of the 1956
Olympic Games, commemorated the Sydney bid with an
overprinted postcard postmarked on the day of the IOC
vote: 23 September 1993 (Figure
4).
Five cities presented their
Figure 4. Melbourne wishes Sydney “good luck” on the day of the IOC
bids to the 101st IOC Session in

decision in Monaco on September 23, 1993.
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Figure 5. One of two car bumper stickers celebrating Sydney’s selection as host city of the 2000 Games.

Figure 6. Manchester’s bid publicity materials
included this meter cancel.
Monaco: Berlin, Beijing, Istanbul, Manchester and
Sydney. All issued promotional material. My collection contains material from all except Beijing.
Sydney produced car stickers. I have two kinds:
(1) “Thank You Sydney” (red and blue lettering on
yellow background (Figure 5), and (2) “Share The

Spirit” (blue on white). The Sydney 2000 logo with
Olympic rings is in full color.
Manchester produced several items including a
special machine cancellation (Figure 6). A corporate sponsor, Norweb Electric, mailed out its electric
bills in specially cacheted envelopes (Figure 7).
Berlin produced stickers, labels, meters and machine cancels, while Istanbul mailed out promotional “with compliments” cards.
When the International Olympic Committee
(IOC) President Juan Antonio Samaranch made the
formal announcement on Thursday night at 8:28
p.m., it was already very early in the morning of
Friday, September 24, 1993, in Australia. Some items
are therefore canceled on the 23rd and were posted

Figure 7. Norweb Electric, a Manchester bid sponsor, enclosed its electric bills in handsomely cacheted
covers promoting Manchester 2000.
Journal of Sports Philately
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Figure 8. Confident of Sydney’s bid, this card was canceled in advance of the announcement, with final
results added later.

Figure 9. Given the time difference between Europe and Australia, it was already September 24 when the
announcement was made that Sydney had won the 2000 Olympics.
20 March/April 1998
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in anticipation of the results. These are scarce as
compared to those posted in Australia on the 24th.
The postcard in Figure 8 is a salute from Melbourne
to Sydney posted on September 23. The results of
the voting are noted. The the special postmark
depicts the 1956 Olympic stadium. A postage paid
envelope with Sydney cancellation on September 24
offers congratulations to Sydney (Figure 9).
Publicity machine cancels were used from a
number of Australian post offices during the period
of the IOC Session in Monaco (September 21, 22,
and 23, 1993). The rectangular boxed slogans read:
Australia for/SYDNEY 2000. Many of the postmarks
are of very poor quality which poses a problem for
collectors. The accompanying table lists the different cancels in my collection, along with an illustration of each of the two types (Figure 10).

Figure 10. The two types of publicity machine
cancels used in Australia at the time of the IOC’s
decision.

“Australia For Sydney 2000"
Machine Cancels
Post Office

Dial Shape

Known Date

Adelaide

rectangular

23 Sep 93

Canberra

rectangular

21 Sep 93

Gold Coast

round

23 Sep 93

Hobart

rectangular

23 Sep 93

Leightonfield

rectangular

21 Sep 93

Millimeter

rectangular

23 Sep 93

Perth

rectangular

23 Sep 93

Sunshine Coast

round

21 Sep 93

Sydney 2004

rectangular

23 Sep 93

Sydney 2058

rectangular

22 Sep 93

Sydney 2215

rectangular

22 Sep 93

Sydney 2781

rectangular

22 Sep 93

Sydney 2000 Back To Australia issued publicity
labels in sheets of twelve and canceled in red on
September 23, 1993. They also issued a special
postpaid envelope on April 26, 1994. The rejected
design had a gold limited edition envelop on the left
with red wording. The indicium was composed of a
gold border with blue illustration. The text at top
was green, while that beneath was printed in red.
The approved design replaced the gold with yellow,
and changed the blue globe to black (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Australia Post-approved Olympic postpaid imprint for Sydney 2000.
Journal of Sports Philately
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ure 12). Both postcards and covers
were available., as well as a souvenir card with a miniature sheet
of 12 stamps.
The Network of Friendship is part
of the Olympics 2000 schools strategy, a joint initiative of the Australian Olympic Committee and the
New South Wales Department of
Education. Australia Post sponsored an Olympic aerogramme
postmarked September 7, 1995
(Figure 13).
At the time of writing I am led to
believe that there are differences
of opinion between Australian Post
and the Sydney Organizing Committee on the use of the Olympic
rings. This could cause difficulties
for Olympic collectors. Have you
started your Sydney 2000 collection?
È

Figure 12. Postal card with Atlanta-Sydney stamp and FD cancel issued by
the Sydney 2000 Committee during the 1996 Centennial Olympics in
This introduction is the first of a
Atlanta.
regular series on Sydney 2000.
Australia Post was present at the 1996 CentenHowever, I will need members’ help to produce this
nial Olympic Games in Atlanta. They not only used
column. If you have information, philatelic or otherthe occasion to produce Olympic stamps, but also
wise, please mail it to Brian Hammond, 6 Lanark
issued a special 45c “Atlanta to Sydney” stamp
Road, Ipswich IP4 3EH, United Kingdom or e-mail
along with a special postmark on 22 July 1996 (Figme at wolympic@aol.com.

Figure 13. Aerogramme celebrating the educational program instituted by the Australian Olympic Committee
and the New South Wales Department of Education.
22 March/April 1998
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Addendum to Politics and Olympic Art:
The Legacy of Dietrich Eckart and Leni Riefenstahl
by Sherwin Podolsky

L

aurentz Jonker has provided information that
arrived too late for inclusion in the article
that originally appeared in the NovemberDecember 1997 issue of the Journal of Sports
Philately . He acquired a book* about Werner
March, the architect of the stadium complex at the
1936 Olympics in Berlin. His father, Otto March, was
the architect of the Berlin Grunewald Stadium in
1913.
The Dietrich Eckhart Buhne is, today, called the
Waldbuhne (forest theater). It was designed after
the Greek amphitheater at Epidaurus. German
Propaganda Minister Joseph Goebbels conceived
the theater, originally for 50,000 spectators.
Werner March, however, originally planned for
the structure to hold 35,000 spectators. March and
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Propaganda Ministry officer Laublinger cooperated
on the design. By March 15, 1934, the capacity had
been established at 20,000 spectators. As of November 23, 1934, the plan provided a “Fuhrertribune,” a
platform for Hitler. Construction lasted from May
1934 to July 1936.
The Dietrich Eckhart Open Air Theater was
destroyed during World War II, then reconstructed
in 1961. Many parts of the stadium complex were
also destroyed but were partly rebuilt in the 1950s.
Our thanks to Laurentz for this information.
È
* “Werner March, Architekt des Olympia-Stadions,
1894-1976,” by Thomas Schmidt. Published by Birkhauser Verlag, Basel, 1992. Hard cover, 166 pages,
size 225 x 225 mm, ISBN 3-7643-2455-4. The book
contains numerous pictures, photos of buildings and
maps. Retail price: about $70.
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2002 SALT LAKE CITY UPDATE
by Leslie Gailey

The Nagano Olympic Games are in full swing as
I write this column from Salt Lake City, site of the
XIX Olympic Winter Games. It looks to be a very
short four years until 2002. The Salt Lake Organizing
Committee (SLOC) is still trying to get its sea legs,
not an easy task as they may not actively market
themselves until the Nagano Games conclude on
February 22. Various staff appointments have been
made in the areas of medical service, security, and
transportation. A number of Olympic pins have been
produced along with related merchandise.
The United States Postal Service (USPS) held
two ceremonies on January 22 for the new 32¢
Winter Sports stamp depicting an alpine skier. The
dedication and presentation ceremonies were held
at different locations. The dedication ceremony was
conducted in conjunction with the awards banquet
for the Utah Winter Games at the Little America
Hotel. There were brief comments by several guests
including Salt Lake City Mayor Deedee Corradini.
The presentation ceremony was hosted by the Utah
Philatelic Society at their stamp show.

The latter ceremony was most interesting as
Utah is not often honored with first days of issue.
Lloyd Shaw of the Utah Philatelic Society reviewed
the history of the stamps issued in Utah including
the Special Olympics stamp and 1994 Winter Olympics issue. Those of us at the ceremony received
first day programs (Figures 1 and 2) which I had a
chance to get signed by dignitaries in attendance.
One of the nicest aspects of our club’s show are
the special cancels that are available. There were
three in this case. We had the standard “First Day of
Issue” killer bar cancel, of course. The second
cancel (Figure 3) commemorated the Utah Winter
Games which this year had over 5,000 participants.
The pictorial cancel shows a torch on the left with
text reading “Utah/Winter Games/Station/Salt Lake
City, UT 84116/Jan. 22, 1998.” The final cancel
(Figure 4) showing a skier is my favorite: “Salt Lake
City2002/ Salutes/Nagano, Japan 1998/January 22,
!998/Winter Sports Station 84116.”
I must admit it is exciting being near a future
Olympic City! ‘Till next time ...

Figure 1. Outside of the FD Ceremony Program.

Figure 2. Program interior with special cancels.
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Figure 3. Utah Winter Sports cancel – one of three cancels used at the FD Ceremonies.

Figure 4. My favorite of the three available cancels commemorates Nagano and Salt Lake.
Journal of Sports Philately
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REVIEWS OF PERIODICALS
by Mark Maestrone

Basketball Philatelic News

December 1997 (Vol. 11, #2)
In addition to new postmarks and stamps
devoted to the sport of basketball, this number of
BPN reports on philatelic material for the XXVI
Women’s European Championships, shifting perforations on the 1960 Paraguayan Olympic stamps,
recent postmarks from Japan, and the 1997 European Basketball Championships.
The editor, George Killian, notes that due to lack
of sufficient material being submitted to him for
publication, only two issues of the BPN would be
produced this year. Because of rising postal costs,
he asks those presently receiving the journal to
confirm that they still wish to remain on the mailing
list.
Contact: George E. Killian, P.O. Box 7305, Colorado Springs, CO 80933-7305.

IMOS Journal

November 1997 (#96)
This issue of the German-language journal
devoted to sport and Olympic philately opens with
an article by Günter Sauer on the history of the
Berlin Olympic Stadium. Thomas Lippert contributes an article entitled “Countdown to Nagano
1998.” This is followed by a detailed schedule and
map of the Olympic Torch Relay to and through
Japan, reproductions of the official pictograms, a
map of the Olympic venue transportation system,
the calendar of sports events, and a list of the official
sponsors. Lastly, Hans-Jürgen Eikermann provides
a handy listing of the participating countries and
number of competitors on each team to the 1948,
1952, and 1956 Summer Olympic Games.
Additional information is provided on current
cancels and stamps, as well as separate brochures
covering press reports, IMOS news, and an account
of the recent IMOS trip to Turkey.
Contact: Dieter Germann, Postbox 1128, D-63534
Grosskrotzenburg, Germany.
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Olympsport

Vol. 30, #4/97
The sport of shooting and its philatelic connections leads off this issue of the journal of the Czech
Association of Olympic and Sports Philately. Shorter
articles cover the topics of Olympic aerogrammes,
General George S. Patton (who competed in the
1912 Stockholm Olympic Games), the 1997 Summer
Universiade held in Sicily, and various items related
to the sport of soccer. Part 4 of “Olympic Medalists
in Philately” is presented, covering the 1904 St. Louis
and 1908 London Olympics.
Included with this mailing was a separate 48page publication summarizing the 1996 Centennial
Olympic Games in Atlanta. Produced by Jaroslav
Petrasek, this single volume appears to provide an
excellent distillation of the important facts and
figures relating to the Games and their philately.
Contact: Jaroslav Petrasek, POB 13, 282 23
Cesky Brod, Czech Republic.
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OSPC Journal
#2, 1997

Published by the Olympic and Sports Philately
Club of Berlin, this German-language publication is
chock-full of interesting articles and information.
Prolific philatelic writer, Thomas Lippert, reports
on the bid cities for the 2004 Olympic Games (recently awarded to Athens, Greece). United Nations
sports- and Olympic-related stamps and cancels are
reviewed by Günter Sauer, while Ehrhard Käthner
takes a detailed look at the world’s most famous
cycling race, the Tour de France. Lastly, Wolfgang
Marx discusses the various World and European
championship competitions conducted in the
former German Democratic Republic. Along with
Part 6 of Eberhard Büttner’s continuing series on the
Moscow 1980 Olympics, this issue includes news of
the organization.
This journal continues to be one of the finest
sports and Olympic philatelic publications around,
with thoughtful, well-illustrated articles.
Contact: OSPC, Franz-Stenzer-Str. 35, 12679
Berlin, Germany.

Phila-Sport

October-December 1997 (#24)
The Italian-language journal of UIFOS, as usual,
has a number of interesting articles. Included are:
Rome’s loss to Athens of the 2004 Olympics; a
detailed philatelic look at the 1925 IOC Congress in
Prague by Bruno Cataldi Tassoni; world league
volleyball by Mauro Gilardi; and the European Figure
Skating Championships by Riccardo Belli. Antonio
Penati takes a look at the 80th Giro d’Italia cycling
race. Shorter reports on the world of sports, new
cancel and stamp information, and an index to the
journal (numbers 17-24) are also present.
Contact: UIFOS, Via dei Monti Tiburtini, 600,
00157 Rome, Italy.

Podium

December 1997 (#19)
This issue of Podium, the journal of the Argentine Sports Thematic Group, concentrates on brief
reports of cancels and stamps issued during the
latter half of 1997. Topics covered include an Argentine stamp for “Che” Guevara, who had a passion
for rugby; new stamps for the Small Nations of
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Europe Games and Highland Games; a French
cancel for the ‘97 World Championships of Rowing;
and commemoration of the 50th anniversary of Thor
Heyerdahl’s “Kon-Tiki.” Reports on the upcoming
World Cup ‘98 in France, FIPO news, and society
information are also provided.
Contact: Jorge A. Casalia, C.C. 30 Suc. 19, C.P.
1419, Buenos Aires, Argentina

Slov-Olymp Bulletin

February 1997 (Vol. 1, #3)
For the first time, we are able to review the
journal of one of our newest sister societies, the
Slovak Association of Olympic and Sports Philately.
This 24-page journal in Slovak, covers a wide array
of subjects with mostly one- or two-page articles. A
sampling of topics: 1997 World Half-Marathon
Championships in Košice; a report on Pacific ‘97;
and articles on U.S. golfer, Babe Zaharias, and
German equestrian, Josef Neckermann.
Contact: Ervin Smažák, Lotysska 16, 821 06
Bratislava, Slovakia.

Torch Bearer

November 1997 (Vol. 14, #4)
This issue of the Society of Olympic Collectors’
journal begins with a detailed article on the 106th
Session of the International Olympic Committee
held this past September in Lausanne. It was during
this session that the host city for the 2004 Olympic
Games was named.
For collectors of the early Olympic Games, a
most helpful listing of the program of events for the
1908 Olympic Games in London is provided. The
listing is divided in two parts: the summer program
of stadium events (July 13-25), and the autumn
program (October 19-31). Times of events are
included, giving collectors the necessary information needed to identify those Franco British Exhibition cancels which most closely match the date/
times of Olympic competitions.
Thomas Lippert describes and illustrates Nagano ‘98 cancels for tune-up events at the Olympic
venues. An SOC member reviews the new IOC/Yvert
& Tellier “Catalogue Olympique 1896-1996" volume.
Other articles cover the centennial of Paavo
Nurmi, the “Flying Finn”; 2004 candidature pins and
badges; and IMOS listings of Olympic postmarks.
Contact: Mrs. Elizabeth Miller, 258 Torrisholme
Road, Lancaster LA1 2TU, Great Britain.
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BOOK REVIEWS
by Sherwin Podolsky

Jahrehauptkatalog: Sport im Buch 98, published by
AGON-Sportverlg, Frankfurter Strasse 92A , D-34121
Kassel, Germany. 96 pages. German-language.

This reference catalogs over 1400 sport and
Olympic books, calendars, almanacs and videos.
Listings include those for soccer, Olympic Games,
specific sports, and general references. Some book
and video listings are in English while others are
multi-lingual. Material of a primarily pictorial nature
poses little problem even if the language of the text
may not be in English. Videos in VHS are also listed.
Among them are two by Leni Riefenstahl for the
1936 Olympic Games. Other English-language video
tapes include: “Olympic Experience. 20 years of the
Great Film Moments”; “Jesse Owens Returns to
Berlin”; and “The Fastest Men in the World.”
When contacting AGON, ask about delivery
costs to countries outside Germany. Their e-mail address is: AGON-Sportsbooks@t-online.de. Their
products are also available through a web site:

http://home.t-online.de/home/AGON-Sportsbooks.

The Annals of the Pre-Olympic Games Period:
Athens 1895-1896 by Athanassis Tarassouleas. 1997.

124 pages, illustrated, in Greek or English. $40
hardbound; $30 softbound from the author: 10
Stadiou St., Athens, 10564 Greece.
This beautifully produced volume tells primarily
about the events, organizing and planning that led to
the First Olympiad at Athens. Based on the complete minutes of the 25 meetings of the first 12member board of the Olympic Games of Greece,
this book offers a fresh look at how the Games
developed.
A chapter is devoted to “Olympic Personalities”
including Evaggelis Zappas, William P. Brooks and
Pierre de Coubertin. Brooks founded the “Olympic
Society of Wenlock” and worked tirelessly for the
Olympic movement until his death in 1895.
The largest part of the book is devoted to the
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minutes of the First Olympic Committee. The daily
minutes from January 16, 1895 to September 21,
1895 lay out the organizing structure, duties, budgeting and financing.
The next chapter on the Stadium gives the history of the development of the modern Olympic
stad-ium at Athens from the minutes from May 10,
1895 to March 16, 1896. There is detail on the padded cushions used at the stadium. Similarly there
are minutes of the committees for the rifle range;
cycle-track (with reports of the majority and minority committee members); medals, diplomas and
tick-ets; lighting; music manifestations, stamps;
publications; theater, receptions and decorations;
and miscellaneous.
Among the miscellaneous subjects discussed is
the Protestant cemetery because of the English
custom of not removing the remains of the dead
after a lapse of twelve years. Also reviewed were
housing for foreigners and their nourishment, and
the abolition of football and water polo from the
program (after contractors had already undertaken
preparations for the water polo competition).
The story of Stamata Revithi, a desperately poor
Greek who was the first woman Marathon runner,
is one of the better told ones in this book. The
Confederation of Greek Athletic and Gymnastic
Association (SEGAS) is also addressed.
The conclusion and index give brief biographies
of the numerous prominent people, including
Olympians, who played an integral role in the
organization and development of the Games.

SPI Rapid Notification Service
Do you collect new U.S. sport and Olympic
commemorative postmarks? If so, then you
need to take advantage of SPI’s Rapid Notification Service. For more information send a selfaddressed stamped envelope to William E.
Fraleigh, RD #3, Box 176, Red Hook, NY
12571, U.S.A.
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AUCTION REPORT
by Sherwin Podolsky

David Feldman, a leading philatelic auction
house in Geneva, Switzerland, held a public auction
from November 16 to 21, 1997. A major component
of the auction was Michaelis Tsironis’ gold medal
winning collection of stamps and postal history of
the Greek 1896 and 1906 Olympic Games. This collection, which was auctioned on November 17, was
presented in a separate 76-page deluxe catalog. In
addition to the lot descriptions and superb illustrations (including 10 pages in color), the catalog included reprints of Tsironis’ excellent articles on
these early Olympic Games. The articles, in English,
are: “The Olympic Issue of 1896 in Greece,” “Registered Post During the Period of Circulation of Olympic Stamps 1896-1906,” and, “Noteworthy Dates of
the Postmarks of the First Olympic Issue 1896.”
Thus, the catalog is a valuable reference.
Lots were numbered from 40003 through
40401A. The first 277 lots included material for 1896,
1900-01 and 1906. Subsequent material covered
1908 London through 1984 Los Angeles plus several
collections/accumulations and sport lots. Some valuable lots were not listed in the prices realized. The
realizations given here do not include the 15%
buyer's commission. Amounts are given in Swiss
francs, currently about US $.68. Lots with the highest
realizations include the following:
Lot 40028. 1896 Greece. Original artist's designs
handpainted on card, sepia color. A unique combination presentation of five numbered proofs on
small card of varying sizes of the accepted designs
of the drachma high values. There were two 10
drachma, two 2 drachma and one 1 drachma
proofs. The card proof sizes vary and each was
numbered above the design from 1 to 5. All five
proofs were mounted on one entire card measuring
16 x 16.8 cm. Ex Caruso collection. This piece is
regarded as perhaps the most valuable Olympic
item in philately and was estimated at 80,000 to
100,000 Sfr. It realized 95,000 Sfr (plus buyer's commission of 15%).
Lot 40122. 1896 Greece. Registered cover, June 25,
1896, from Syros, Greece to Liverpool, England with
9.80 drachma (sic) postage (including the 5 drach30 March/April 1998

ma green, 2 drachma, and 1 drachma) tied on front
by Syros, July 25, 1896 circular date postmarks.
Some usual cover creases. A showpiece, one of the
highest known commercial usages. Ex Caruso,
signed Tsironis. Estimated at 15,000 to 30,000 Sfr.
Realized 28,000 Sfr.
Lot 40123. 1896 Greece. Registered commercial
envelope, June 1, 1896, from Syros to Liverpool.
With 10 drachma brown, 5 drachma, 1 drachma,
and 60 lepta Olympic stamps. Boxed cachet:
“Found Open & Resealed” and wax seals causing
cover fault. Ex Caruso, signed Tsironis. This cover
previously sold for 25,300 Sfr. at the Feldman April
1983 auction. Estimated at 30,000 to 50,000 Sfr.
Realized 42,000 Sfr.
Two large collections were sold. Lot 40390 estimated at 25,000-50,000 Sfr. realized 42,000 Sfr and
ranged from 1896 to 1944 on 223 pages. Lot 40391
was estimated at 15,000 to 20,000 Sfr., realized
34,000 Sfr., covered 1896-1988 and included mint,
unused, covers, pieces, many picture postcards,
items from different IOC Congresses and Games not
held (1916, 1940, 1944).
Lot 40398 was a large collection of 1968 Olympics
(winter and summer) mint issues, imperforates,
proofs, and sheetlets in nine albums. VF. Est. 20004000 Sfr. Realized 7500 Sfr.
Notable among other lots were the following:
Lots 40004 through 40007. 1896 Olympic Organizing
Committee covers with postmarks. Estimates from
1000 to 3000 Sfr. Realized 2200 to 5000 Sfr.
Lot 40012. 1896 Greece. Postmarks for each day of
the 1st Olympic Games (March 25 to April 4, 1896)
on Olympic stamps, various denominations, including 10 dr. Est. 3000-6000 Sfr. Realized 4400 Sfr. each.
Lot 40028A. 1896 Greece. 5 lepta and 2 dr. singles of
each of the 1923 Paris reprints on thick cream
paper, plus two later reprints on thin paper of the 5
drachma. VF. Est. 5000-10,000 Sfr. Realized 2200 Sfr.
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Lot 40028
Lot 40029. 1896 Greece. 2 drachma Paris reprint in
11 colors on sheetlet of thick paper. A showpiece.
Est. 5000-10,000 Sfr. Realized 5500 Sfr.
Lot 40084. 1896 Greece. Forgeries. Specialized study
of the forged stamps and cancels and overprints of
the 1896 and 1899-01 issues, used and unused,
multiples, imperforate singles, pairs and blocks, etc.
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plus 10 drachma Sperati. A superb assembly for the
connoisseur and student. 118 stamps and 5 covers.
The lot is the basis for the article published in the
Barcelona 1992 exhibition catalog. Est. 4000-8000
Sfr. Realized 8000 Sfr.
Lot. 40180. 1906 Greece. The J.P. Segg presentation
card of the complete set of sunken proofs. Usual
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minor stain and faults. A rare exhibition showpiece.
Est. 4000-8000 Sfr. Realized 7000 Sfr.
Lot 40228. 1906 Greece. Complete set used on
sheetlet. Each stamp struck by Athens Stadium 17
April 1906 cancellation. Small creases and tears.
Signed Diena and Calves. Est. 1000-2000 Sfr. Realized 1500 Sfr.
Lot 40241. 1906 Greece.10 lepta imperforate used
horizontal strip of 3. VF. Est. 500-1000 Sfr. Realized
800 Sfr.
Lot 40252. 1906 Greece 1 drachma imperforate
marginal single. VF and rare. Est. 300-500 Sfr. Realized 600 Sfr.
Lot 40254. 1906 Greece. 1 dr. black with double
print, VF used. Only 2 or 3 used examples recorded.
Est.200-300 Sfr. Realized 550 Sfr.
Lot 40259. 1906 Greece. 5 drachma used block of 12
canceled Athens 1906. A remarkable multiple. Ex
Maximus collection. The block was sold by Feldman
in 1984 at the Maximus sale for 15,000 Sfr. Est.
15,000-30,000 Sfr. Realized 20,000 Sfr.
Lot 40268 1906 Greece. Postcard of Olympic stadium

with 3 lepta tied by Athens Stadium 18 April 1906
circular date cancel, day of the Marathon Race. Est.
400-800 Sfr. Realized 650 Sfr.
Lots 40282 to 40286. Stockholm 1912. Continuous
machine publicity slogan cancel on cover or postcard. Est. range 100-240 Sfr. Realized 130 to 340 Sfr.
Lot 40287. Stockholm 1912. 4 ore postal stationery
envelope canceled with Stockholm Stadium 10.7.12
handcancel to London. Rare, signed Diena. This
cancel is without LBR in the lower arc, meaning that
it was posted in the postal booth. Cancels with LBR
are more common and posted in letter box outside
the post office. Est. 140-240 Sfr. Realized 3200 Sfr.
Lot 40296. Paris 1924. 50 c. essay of the stadium at
Nimes, the unissued stamp in dark and light blue.
Estimate 1000-2000 Sfr. Realized 1300 Sfr.
Lot 40303. Paris 1924. Complete set on cover, each
stamp tied by “Colombes/Village Olympque 17/6 24”
circular date cancel. Boxed “Jeux Olympiques Mai
a Juillet1924” cancel alongside. Addressed. Est. 8001200 Sfr. Realized 2200 Sfr.
Lot 40313. Uruguay 1924. Presentation folder of

Lot 40122 (top) and 40123 (bottom)
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Lot 40330. 1928 Amsterdam. 3 c. green postal stationery card with additional
imprint in black with boxing theme. Series F3. Slight
stains on back. Est. 240-340
Sfr. Realized 340 Sfr.
Lot 40336. Uruguay 1928.
Set in Minister presentation
folder. Est. 300-500 Sfr. Realized 460 Sfr.
Lot 40351 Germany 1936.
Telegram form for Olympic
sailing at Kiel. Mint. VF. Est.
1400-2400 Sfr. Realized
3000 Sfr.

Lot 40259
stamps for soccer victory at Olympic Games. Set of
3 on yellow paper, superb. Est. 800-1600 Sfr. Realized 2000 Sfr.
Lot 40316. Uruguay 1924. Soccer victory set on
addressed cover tied by “Recomendadas-31 Jul
1924-Montivideo” and boxed “Uruguay/Campeon
Mundial/de Football” cancel. Without registration
label or other markings. Est. 300-500 Sfr. Realized
420 Sfr.
Lots 40320 and 40321. 1924 Chamonix postcards
with machine slogan cancel “Sports
D'Hiver/Chamonix Mont Blanc/Janvier 1924.” First lot
estimated at 800-1200 Sfr., realized 1700 Sfr. Second
lot estimated at 240-340 Sfr., realized 1200 Sfr. The
reason for the large discrepancy in estimates and
prices realized is not clear. Postmark date on the
former seems to be 3 Jan 1923 (date error?). Postmark date on latter is not clear. Lot 40320 has the
cancel on the clearer address side, while 40321 has
the postmark and stamp on the pictorial side.
Lot 40326. 1928 Amsterdam. Netherlands 7½ c.
enlarged proof in black. Without text. Est. 100-200
Sfr. Realized 2000 Sfr.
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Lot 40359. Helsinki 1940.
Essay, modern discus
thrower, Kenneth Carpenter. In red by artist Jysky.
This design was the official
contest winner over 103
proposed designs. Certified
Bergman/Olympic Committee. Est. 3000-5000 Sfr.
Realized 4400 Sfr.
Lot 40360. Helsinki 1940. Black essay sheetlet of
seven designs. VF Estimated 1000-2000 Sfr. Realized
2000 Sfr.
Lot 40362. Helsinki 1940. Red slogan meter “XII
Olympia 1940/Olympic rings” dated 7.9.40. On large
official cover with committee imprint.
“Biljettsektionen.” Contains unpaid invoice. Domestic address. Est. 500-900 Sfr. Realized 800 Sfr.
Lot 40379 Oslo 1952. Cover with scarce slogan roller
cancel of Oslo/Majorstua. Addressed with 2 definitives tied. Est.300-500 Sfr. Realized 420 Sfr.
Lot 40380. Poland 1956. 200 Gr. Boxing with center
inverted. NH. Est. 800-1200 Sfr. Realized 2600 Sfr.
Lot 40389. 1984 Los Angeles. Czechoslovakia.
Unissued 1 Kcs, same design as the 1984 “Olympic
idea” issue but with additional inscription “Hry XXIII.
Olympiady Los Angeles 1984” and with Olympic
rings framed in black. Few examples known. Est.
2000-3000 Sfr. Realized 2000 Sfr.
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NEWS OF OUR MEMBERS
by Margaret Jones

New Members
2111 Barbara J. Gahagen, 3 Caroline Avenue, West
Newton, PA 15089-2027 USA. Miss Gahagen is an
ice skating coach. Figure Skating, Winter Olympics,
Speed Skating. (Blaisdale/Lopez)
2112 Luciano De Castris, Via G. B. Vico n. 9, I-83100
Avellino, Italy. Mr De Castris is a biologist. Table
Tennis. (Jones)
REINSTATED
706 Einar Sunde, 675 Channing Avenue, Palo Alto,
CA 94301-2809 USA.
990 Sport Information Resource Center, 1600 James
Naismith Drive, Glocester, Ontario, K1B 5N4 Canada.
2083 William L. Kullman, PO Box 1045, Union, OR
97883-1045 USA.
ADDRESS CHANGES
Dave Body, PO Box 2608, Kent Town, SA 5071,
Australia
David Buxton, College Accountant, Brasenose
College, Oxford OX1 4AJ, England
George Foussianis, Neapoleos 80, G-15123 Marousi,
Athens, Greece
Stephen Rock, 1636 Waterway Circle, Chesapeake,
VA 23322-1238 USA
Total Membership, December 31, 1997 = 375
Attention USA Members: Due to USPS bulk mailing
requirements for domestic mail, all USA members
will receive a renewal envelope with their May/June
issue of the journal. If the first line of your mailing
label reads “98,” then it’s time to renew for one or
more years.
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Members’ E-mail Addresses
Members wishing to have their e-mail addresses
listed both here and in the next Membership Handbook, must e-mail their permission to the editor
(markspi@internetmci.com).
Almeida, Noel
thirdman@ozemail.com.au
Dengel, Dennis
70363.3621@compuserve.com
Eismar, Werner
eismar@gmx.net
Everett, John
everett@umich.edu
Lopreiato, Joseph
jlopreia@mx3.usuhs.mil
Stahl, Bill
silly billy@classic.msn.com
van Tuyl, Rob
robvantuyl@capitolonline.nl
Volk, Heiko
heiko.volk@t-online.de
Yuan, Zhuoyu (Joey)
yuanzpc@intelog.com

Exhibit Awards
NATIONAL SHOWS
CHICAGOPEX 97, Rosemont, Illinois Annie Baumann won a youth bronze for “The Olympic
Games.” Roxanne De Luca received a youth bronze
for “Soccer, World Cup and Olympics.”
PEACH STATE SHOW, Athens, Georgia. Konrad
Klinker won vermeil and the ATA gold for “Games of
the Xth Olympiad, Los Angeles 1932.” Norman F.
Jacobs, Jr. received vermeil, the ATA silver, People's
Choice and AAPE awards for “Tennis.”
PHILADELPHIA NATIONAL, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania, Charles J. Ekstrom III won vermeil and the
AAPE award for “Federal Migratory Bird Hunting
Stamps.”
REGIONAL SHOWS
MINNESOTA STAMP EXPO '97, Minneapolis, Nancy
Ewart received a One-Frame Merit Award for “The
Postal Swim Meet.”
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NEW STAMP ISSUES
by Dennis Dengel

Bangladesh: 26 June 1997. Sixth International

New Caledonia: 22 September 1997. Horse Racing

Croatia: 10 September 1997. Croatian Olympic
medals. 1 kune, 1992 tennis bronze; 1.20k, 1992
basketball silver; 1.40k s/s, 1996 water polo silver;
2.2k s/s, 1996 handball gold.

Netherlands: 4 January 1997. 15th Eleven Cities

Cricket Council Trophy Championship. 10 taka:
Bangladesh flag, trophy and bat and ball.

Egypt: 10 September 1997. Egyptian Victory in 8th

Pan Arab Games. 75 piaster: games mascot, torch,
medal and Egyptian flag.

Fiji: 30 October 1997. Fiji Wins Rugby Cup. Pane of

10 se-tenant stamps and s/s showing team members. S/s shows team in Hong King.

France: 24 January 1998. 1998 World Cup Soccer.

Two 3.00 franc: soccer players of Bordeaux and St.
Denis. S/s of ten 3 franc: various soccer venues.

Gambia: 1997. 1998 World Cup Soccer. 200c, 300c,

400c, 500c, 1,000c, 2,000c: stadia; pane of eight 600c
stamps: soccer players; two 3,000c s/s: two stadia.

Germany: 16 October 1997. 1997 German Soccer

Championship. 1.10 DM, FC Bayern Munchen team.

Hungary: 12 November 1997. Weightlifting World
Championship. 90 forint, weightlifting in action.

Liberia: 23 June 1997. 1998 Nagano Winter Olym-

pics. 50 cents, Olympic stadium; 70c, speed skater
Johann Koss; $1.00 skater Katarina Witt; $1.50,
figure skater Sonia Henie; four se-tenant 50c
stamps, alpine skiers; eight se-tenant 50c stamps,
various sports. Four $1.00 s/s, skaters and skiers.

Moldova: 27 December 1996. 1996 Atlanta Summer
Olympic Games. 2.20 s/s: winners names in selvage.
Monaco: 8 August 1997. Monaco Sports Association
Soccer. 3 franc, globe, stadium, assoc. emblem.

29 November 1997. 1998 Nagano Winter Olympics.
Se-tenant pair 4.90 fr, sym. representation of Games.
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in New Caledonia. Two 65 franc: horse, sulky,
trophy; jockeys on horses plus trophy.

Skating Race. 80 cent, skaters.

Niger: 1997. 19th Dakar-Agades-Dakar Rally. 125
franc, truck and child; 175fr, ostrich and three
wheeled vehicle, 300fr, camel and truck; 500fr,
motorcycles ; s/s, combination of the above.
Paraguay: 16 October 1997. National Sports Council.
200 guaranis, Neri Kennedy with javelin; 1,000g,
Ramon Milciades Gimenez.
Peru: 26 August 1997. 1996 Atlanta Summer Olym-

pics. Strip of four se-tenant 2.70 soles: shooting,
gymnastics, boxing and soccer.

Slovakia: 17 September 1997. Sixth World
Half-Marathon Championship. 9 koruny, runners.
Slovenia: 18 November 1997. 35th Golden Fox

World Ski Cup Championship for Women. 90 tolar,
skier and emblem of championship.

St. Vincent-Grenadines. 20 June 1997. Cricket at

Arnos Vale. 90 cent, Alphonso Theodore Roberts
cricket player; $5.00, cricket field at Arnos Vale.
26 August 1997. 1998 World Cup Soccer. 70c, 90c,
$1.00, $1.10, $2.00: famous soccer stars; 4 panes of
eight se-tenant $1.00, scenes from previous years.

Turkmenistan: May 1996. 1996 Atlanta Summer
Olympics. 100 manats, judo; three 300m, boxing,
track and field, wrestling; 500m, shooting; 1,000m
s/s, Olympic torch.
Uganda: 23 June 1997. 1998 Nagano Winter Olympics. 350 shilling, men's slalom; 450s, two-man bob;
800s, women's slalom; 2,000s, men's speed skating;
pane of 6 500s, ski jumping, giant slalom, cross
country skiing, ice hockey, pairs figure skating; two
2,500 s/s downhill, women's figure skating.
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COMMEMORATIVE STAMP CANCELS
by Mark Maestrone

THE NUMBERING SYSTEM
Catalogue numbers are shown
at left, such as 88101-911. In this example: 88=Year [1988]; 1=Month
[January]; 01=First day of use;
911=First 3 ZIP code digits. The
months of October, November and
December are 2-digit months, and
are expressed as X, Y, and Z. The
place of use is listed next, followed
by the dates of use. All cancels are
in black. The numbering system is
from the Commemorative Cancel
Catalog published by General Image, Inc., PO Box 335, Maplewood,
NJ 07040, and is used with their
kind permission.

SPORTS CROSS INDEX
DEC. 1997 - FEB. 1998
Baseball: 98228-338.
Basketball: 98125-379, 98207-660
Biathlon: 98222-054.
Football: 97Z27-837, 98111-152,
98122-768, 98125-921,
98214-531.
Olympics, Summer: 97Z27-837.
Olympics, Winter: 98122-841B,
98207-841.
Skiing: 98122-841B.
Track & Field: 97Z27-837.
Winter Sports: 98122-841A.
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97Z27-837 Boise, ID

27

98125-921 San Diego, CA

25

98111-152 Pittsburgh, PA

11

98207-660 Lawrence, KS

7

98122-768 Bangs, TX

22

98207-841 Salt Lake City, UT

7

98122-841A Salt Lake City, UT

22

98214-531 Kenosha, WI

98122-841B Salt Lake City, UT

22

98222-054 Jericho, VT

98125-379 Knoxville, TN

25

98228-338 Winter Haven, FL

Artwork Unavailable
AFC Championship Station
(Football)

14-15

2/22-3/1
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.t Auctions
.t Appraisal Service
.t Want List Service
.t Always Buying,
Selling
and Trading

OLYMPIC
GAMES
MEMORABILIA

1896·2004

Torches, Winner's Medals,
Participation Medals,
Commemorative Medals,
Badges, Pins,
Bid Pins, Diplomas, Posters,
Official Reports, Programs,
Tickets, Books, Bid Books,
Postcards, Souvenirs etc.
We fra ve! worldwide for
~gnmcantkansachon~

Confidentiality Assured
24 Auctions since 1990

FoR ouR- NEXT
ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
& PRICES REALIZED
SENO
$15.00 (domestic)
$20.00 (overseas)
Next three catalogs are available
for $30.00 (Domestic)
and $40.00 (Overseas)

INGRID O'NEIL
Sports & Olympic Memorabilia
P.O. Box 872048
Vancouver, WA 98687 USA

Email memorabilia@ioneil.com

VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.IONEIL.COM

OLYMPIC-GAMES
FOOTBALL (SOCCER)
SPORTS
- classic till today •

~//Il~~

stamps /blocs/souvenir-sheets/**/*/0/IBJ • proofs • epreuve
de luxe • cards • letters • first day covers • postmarks •
cancellations • postal stationery •books • autographs •
tickets • programs • pins • badges • pressfotos • coins •
medals and more special material
0UR STOCK HAS MORE THAN 50 000 ITEMS FROM
ATHENS OLYMPICS 1896 TO SYDNEY 2000

pricelists (8 a year with aprox. 100 pages l some illustrations)
auction catalogues (mail bidding) 4 a year (every lot is illustrated)
Please pay for postage l For jnterested clients from:
Europe
(in cash DM 5.00 or US $ 4.00)
Oversea
(in cash DM 10.00 or US $ 7.00)

Heiko Volk
Olympia-Philatelie
Postfach 3447 - Friedrich-Ebert-5tr.85
D-64715 Michelstadt • Germany
Tel. ++ 6061-4899 - FAX ++ 6061-73631

lnternet:http://www. olympiaphilate/ie-volk.inl. de
e-mail: Heiko. Volk@ t-online.de

Please notice:
We don't accept credit cards!
lf you send bank checks please add $
10.00 for banking charges!

